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Communal Reformation
The Quest for Salvation in Sixteenth Century Germany

Peter Blickle

Translated from German by Thomas Dunlap

"Peter Blickle's notion of the 'communal reformation' is the successor to his 'revolution of the common man' and should prove every bit as challenging and controversial. It moves discussion of the social history of the reformation onto a new plane, linking religious developments with wider political and constitutional developments over the long run of German history. As always with Blickle's work, it reveals his determination to uncover the political creativity of subordinate classes in German history."

Bob Scribner
Clare College, Cambridge

The most original and provocative book to appear in its field in the past quarter-century, Peter Blickle's groundbreaking study, which is intended for scholars and students interested in the history of pre-modern Europe, the development of Germany, the history of Christianity, and historical sociology, reconstructs the connection between the crisis of rural society at the end of the Middle Ages, the great Peasants' War of 1525, and the reformation as a social movement. Blickle focuses on southern Germany, Switzerland, and Austria in the later Middle Ages and the early Modern eras (roughly 1400 to 1600), though his work has important implications for the social and religious history of Europe as a whole.
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The German Peasants' War
A History in Documents

Edited, translated and introduced by
Tom Scott and Bob Scribner

"Scott and Scribner have thought of everything the teacher needs. A superb introduction—studded with wonderfully helpful maps—treats the significance, causes, organization, regional aspects, and military history of the insurrection. Then come the documents, translated with accuracy and piquancy by two of the best linguists among the English-speaking historians of the German reformation."

Thomas A. Brady, Jr.
Catholic Historical Review

The German Peasants' War of 1524-26 was the greatest popular uprising in European History before the French Revolution. Its significance is heightened by the contemporary struggle for religious renewal in the reformation, which had a decisive influence on its course. Yet very little writing in English has discussed the Peasants' War in detail. This volume analyzes the War through contemporary documents, both published and original, presented here in translation. Accompanying the selection of 162 documents is an extended introduction that traces the main issues facing historians in seeking to understand the revolt.

Special Paperback Price: $19.95
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As capital, Berlin always aroused ambivalent feelings among Germans. These contradictory attitudes found interesting expression in the novels written about the city in the first phase of its modern development. Reading these is not a task that will appeal to many people... but Katherine Roper has performed it for us by going through 130 novels written between 1870 and 1914, fifty of which she discusses in some detail. As she says at the outset, it is the intricate connections that the authors of these works—all of them drawn from the middle class and writing for middle-class audiences—made between the individual lives of their characters, the environment of Berlin, and the formation of a modernizing nation that gives this mass of literature historical importance.


Using individual works to analyze the fictional treatment of a spectrum of problems of nationhood and modernity, Katherine Roper argues that Berlin novelists envisioned in their works a particularly German revolution that would bring genuine national greatness, and she shows how they were impeded by distinct historical and cultural obstacles. Her book documents what Berlin novelists conceived as a struggle for Germany’s soul—and traces the stages of its defeat.
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